Hummer head

Top definition. Hummer-head , in its most accurate usage, is recieving or giving oral sex while
inside of the Hummer brand of SUV's. It's implied that the person giving hummer-head is the
passenger and the person recieving is the driver, and it is also implied that hummer-head is
achieved while the vehicle is in motion, but it can also happen when the vehicle is stationary ,
obviously. Although hummer-head has an obvious denotation , its connotation is more
important. Hummer-head is more of a display of power and egotism than it is a sexual act.
Hummer-head is generally induced by those bad-ass individuals who are ridiculously buff, have
a tattoo of the nautical star somewhere on their person, and are generally either deliberatly bald
or participate in the age-old douchebag tradition of "fo-hawk"ing it up. These men "got to have
it now" and convince their "woman" to "come on, baby" and give it up. A favorite tradition of
these D-bags is to scream "Ohh yeahhh!!! Hummer-head is not restricted to actual Hummer
brand SUV's, the "Hummer" part of the term is just a symbolic reference to the type of vehicle
the head is given in and the meaning behind that head. Hummer-head can be given in any sort
of large truck or flashy SUV where the goal is more of feeling like a badass than actually getting
head, although the sexual gratification is certainly "pretty fuckin sweet, babe". Furthermore,
Hummer-head can also be a verb, as in the man "hummer-headed" that bitch like no tomorrow.
This may present a little pronoun confusion, as the verb hummer-headed may suggest that the
person using this verb in a posessive state is doing the actual head giving. However, this is not
true. When the recipient of hummer-head uses the verb hummer-headed, he means to display
superiority as a male and slightly demean the woman who is giving the head, as to show her
who's really "the man". Thus, when a man hummer-heads a woman or when he has already
hummer-headed her, he has done so with the generally concious goal of asserting himself as
the dominant figure of not only the relationship, but humanity in general, keeping in mind that
the person who recieves hummer-head or hummer-heads a girl is a magnificent prick. I think I'm
gunna motor on down to the store and get a protein shake and probably get hummer-head from
that one bitch on the way. Feb 23 Word of the Day. The process of searching a building for an
empty bathroom. A successful bowl search typically relieves the frustration of uncomftorably
defecating around others, although in less frequent cases the desire to urinate alone is a factor.
Bowl searching can be done anywhere although it is most prevelant on college campuses. Jeez
, what's taking so long? Eee-o eleven UrbDic Rush B Cyka Blyat Pimp Nails Backpedaling Anol
Wetter than an otter's pocket TSIF Hammerhead is a fictional supervillain appearing in American
comic books published by Marvel Comics. The character is usually depicted as an adversary of
the superhero Spider-Man. He is a temperamental mobster who often dresses and acts in the s
style, and a prominent member of the Maggia , a fictional organized crime syndicate. The
Hammerhead crime family , of which he is the second and current head of, is named after the
character. Hammerhead has made appearances in several forms of media outside of comics,
including animated series and video games. IGN ranked him as Spider-Man's 20th greatest
enemy. Conway recalled that Hammerhead "was most directly influenced by the Big Man and
the Crime-Master, who were among the first villains in Amazing Spider-Man. One of the more
interesting things Stan [Lee] , Jack Kirby , and, of course, Steve Ditko did was combining the
two different kinds of milieus: superhero and Dick Tracy , with the unusual criminal characters
who had some kind of physical deformity Plus, Hammerheadâ€”I liked [the] name, and John
Romita came up with an interesting look". Hammerhead's family immigrated from the Soviet
Union to Italy when he was a child with help from a man known only as The General. His father
ran a garage in Toirrano, where he insisted the young man speak only in Russian, beating him
severely with a mallet when he would not. Although not much is known about his life before he
became a criminal and supervillain, he is known to be married and has a sister named Antonia.
All the while, Hammerhead dreamed of becoming a gangster. He is eventually recruited into one
of the "families" of the criminal organization known as the Maggia when a member oversees
Hammerhead "making his bones" by murdering a childhood bully and his girlfriend in a theater
showing The Godfather Part II. Originally a small-time hitman, Hammerhead quickly rises
through the ranks of the Maggia, while pretending to be ethnically Italian so he can be "made".
In his final test, Hammerhead is brought to his father's garage with the Maggia apparently
unaware of their relationship , where he proceeds to kill his father, while telling him in Russian
that he does not truly hate him, and that his abuse made him Hammerhead this way. One day,
Hammerhead was found beaten, disfigured, and delirious with pain in an alley in New York
City's Bowery by Jonas Harrow , a surgeon who had lost his medical license due to his illegal
experiments. Seeing the opportunity both to save this man's life and to redeem his reputation,
Harrow operated on the gunman for three days, replacing much of his shattered skull with a
strong steel alloy. When he recovered, the memory of the poster and its images of s-era
gangsters prompted Hammerhead to start a gang of his own in the style of Capone and other
mobsters of the s. He even dressed as if he were living in that decade. A gang war broke out

between Hammerhead's mob and Doctor Octopus 's criminal organization. Hammerhead was
forced to flee the country due to Spider-Man 's interference. Doctor Octopus then unwittingly
used a particle accelerator to restore Hammerhead to his corporeal form. Hammerhead then
proposed that all Maggia families unite under his leadership. Wearing a strength-enhancing
exoskeleton, he battled the Human Torch , who then fused the exoskeleton's power pack.
Despite surviving the assassination, Hammerhead was ultimately forced out of a major role in
New York City organized crime by the Kingpin. Hammerhead then allied himself with the
Chameleon in the latter's bid to become the new crime lord of New York City. The two served as
partners in a splinter group of the Maggia. Hammerhead later attended a Las Vegas crime
conference to divide the resources left by the Kingpin's downfall at the time. Hammerhead is a
major player in underworld activities in the Marvel Universe and is highly sought after for
elimination by the Punisher. When Slyde balked at the idea, Hammerhead had Underworld kill
him to serve as a warning to anyone who did not join up with him. The Kingpin manipulated
various hero factions, most notably S. During the conflict, Hammerhead was shot numerous
times by Underworld, who was revealed to be working for the Kingpin. Underworld later
confronted Hammerhead while he lay in prison and shot him at point-blank range with
adamantium bullets. The bullets, while not penetrating his skull, did cause severe trauma to his
brain, resulting him in needing surgery, but the hospital he was brought to was unable to treat
him. In mid-surgery however, men working for Mister Negative , Kingpin's rival, came in, killed
the hospital staff, and took Hammerhead away. Mister Negative then has his surgeon Doctor
Trauma revive Hammerhead and offers to transplant his brain into a new robotic adamantium
skeleton, which Hammerhead agrees to. The operation is a complete success, and Hammerhead
is restored to full mobility without any ill effects. He swears loyalty to Mister Negative in
exchange for his restored life, and proceeds to shape a gang of lowlife thugs into an effective
army for his benefactor. He then proceeds to battle Spider-Man, besting him with no effort for
the first time in years. Mister Negative sends Hammerhead to help Spider-Man who Mister
Negative corrupted take down the Hood, who launches an attack on Negative's headquarters.
He blackmails H. Hammerhead later begins to doubt his loyalty to Mister Negative when
Silvermane, a deceased former Maggia don and old enemy of Kingpin's, appears to return.
Nevertheless, he flees a shootout with the Maggia when the Silvermane robot calls him a traitor.
It is shown that Mister Negative had a computer chip put in Hammerhead's head to deliver an
electroshock when necessary, which he promptly uses to punish him and remind him who is in
charge. During the Origin of the Species storyline, Hammerhead and Mister Negative are among
the supervillains invited by Doctor Octopus to join his supervillain team, promising them that
they will receive a reward in exchange for securing some specific items for him. Alongside his
nephew and minions, Hammerhead formed an alliance with the Black Cat , where he sided with
her gang. Hammerhead has no superhuman abilities, yet his skull is now surgically reinforced
with vibranium or secondary adamantium , making his head flat on top; with this, he can charge
and break through objects such as brick walls without causing any pain or damage to himself.
This metal can absorb physical impacts that would otherwise fracture human bone.
Hammerhead is in peak physical condition comparable to that of an Olympic -level athlete. He is
a formidable hand-to-hand combatant whose most dangerous tactic is charging head first like a
bull toward an opponent. Hammerhead once utilized a strength-enhancing exoskeleton
designed by the Tinkerer. After an assassin's adamantium bullet penetrated a part of his head
not protected by his adamantium skull, Hammerhead is surgically rebuilt by Mister Negative.
Breakout surgeries replace the upper half of his skeleton with an adamantium endo-skeleton the
skeleton is shown to have a network of hydraulic servomechanisms. The upper portion of his
body is now superhumanly strong as a result of the additional hidden cybernetic musculature,
making him able to effortlessly beat a superpowered foe such as Spider-Man. Mister Negative
does not use on Hammerhead the same Lord Dark Wind bonding process, used on the similarly
empowered Wolverine and Lady Deathstrike for coating their bones in adamantium: instead he
replaces Hammerhead's bones with replicas fashioned in the invulnerable metal. It is still
unknown how his artificial skeleton can carry on biological functions. The intervention of Mr.
Negative also radically changed Hammerhead's personality. Hammerhead now recalls his life as
Russian immigrant prior to the accident in which he adopted the s gangster persona.
Consequently, Hammerhead no longer speaks like a s movie gangster, but instead behaves as a
typical modern Russian mobster and hitman, as this was apparently his original personality
prior to his head injury. Hammerhead is highly skilled in the organization, concealment, and
management of criminal enterprises. He is an effective hitman, a skilled marksman his preferred
weapon was the Thompson submachine gun , and an excellent street fighter. In his original
incarnation, Hammerhead was able to hold his own against Spider-Man despite being an
ordinary human by using his superhumanly durable skull as a blunt instrument. After his recent

augmentation, he is now capable of grappling with and physically overpowering Spider-Man to
the extent that he could eventually crush his foe. In the Marvel Zombies vs. The Army of
Darkness miniseries, Hammerhead briefly appears, along with the Owl and the Kingpin, at a
meeting to discuss how to survive the zombie outbreak. This version of Hammerhead is
ultimately killed by the Punisher. The Ultimate Marvel version of Hammerhead first appears in
Ultimate X-Men as a mobster who has killed the parents of a little girl. Gambit gets out of the
ambush and chases Hammerhead down. In the end, Gambit charges Hammerhead's inorganic
skull full of bio-kinetic energy and causes his head to explode. It is also known his first name is
Joseph. I came back. He kills Silvermane in the beginning of the Warriors story arc and
becomes the Enforcers ' new leader. He burns down one of the Kingpin's warehouses. After an
intense battle with Spider-Man , Black Cat , Moon Knight , Iron Fist , and Shang-Chi , he was put
in a coma when Elektra brutally stabbed him in the chest with her sai and flung him out of a
window. An alternate version of Hammerhead appears as one of the antagonists in the Cage
limited series by Brian Azzarello and Richard Corben. This version of the character is a
deformed gangster named Sonny "The Hammer" Caputo , who is embroiled in a gang war with
Tombstone. During the Age of Ultron storyline, a reality where Ultron nearly annihilated the
human race has Hammerhead and Owl capturing Superior Spider-Man and hoped to trade him
to Ultron. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Hammerhead Hammerhead. This section
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for installation. Insurance, packaging, and handling are all included in the shipping price. We
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damaged. Cracked head? Bent valves? Head taken apart? We have no up-front core charge. A
copy of the warranty card will be enclosed with your invoice. We invite you to read this entire
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belonging to the genera Sphyrna 9 species and Eusphyrna 1 species , which are characterized
by a flattened hammer- or shovel-shaped head, or cephalofoil. Hammerhead sharks, or
sphyrnids, are perhaps the most distinctive and unique of all sharks. These cartilaginous fishes
vary in size; the small scalloped bonnethead S. Although they are considered one of the most
recently evolved groups of sharks, sphyrnids are known to date back in the fossil record to at
least the early Miocene Epoch about 23 million to 5. Some authorities believe that this group
emerged as early as the Eocene Epoch roughly 56 million to Hammerhead sharks are widely
distributed in tropical and temperate marine waters near the coasts and above the continental
shelves. They may migrate seasonally, moving equatorward during the winter and poleward
during the summer. Some species, such as the scalloped hammerhead S. Hammerhead sharks
are viviparous : they retain fertilized eggs within the body and give birth to live youngâ€”from 2
to Smaller species produce just a few young, whereas the great hammerhead will give birth to
several dozen. Birth usually occurs during the spring and summer months, and females will
usually give birth in shallow, protected coastal waters. The young will live in these areas until
they reach larger sizes and can safely venture into deeper offshore waters. The peculiar shapes
of sphyrnid cephalofoils appear to serve several purposes. First, the flattened and expanded
head acts as a hydrodynamic bow plane that allows the shark to raise and turn its head quickly
and sharply. This feature gives the shark enhanced maneuverability to snap up its prey.
Second, the nostril is much expanded compared with other groups of sharks and may provide
hammerhead sharks with a keener ability to locate prey and follow scents to their sources.
Third, the extended spacing of the eyes may provide a wider field of view; it may also widen the
lateral field of view and increase anterior depth perception. Fourth, the wide underside of the
headâ€”with its expanded surface areaâ€”houses more electroreceptive organs see sensory
reception , which are important for detecting the electrical impulses of prey. These organs may
even detect the electrical impulses of prey buried in sediment. Lastly, many larger hammerhead
species hunt stingrays and other benthic that is, bottom-dwelling fish; they have been observed
using the wide margins of their heads to ram and pin prey to the substrate before biting them.
Hammerhead sharks prey on a wide array of fish , cephalopods , and crustaceans , but specific
prey varies between the different species. The smaller bonnethead sharks have thicker,
flattened crushing teeth and often prey on crabs , shrimp , and fishes buried in the sand. One
species of bonnethead shark, S. In contrast, larger hammerhead sharks possess sizable
bladelike teeth and often prey on larger fishes, squid , small sharks, and stingrays. In fact, the
great hammerhead specializes in hunting and eating large stingrays, and some members of this
species have been found to have dozens of stingray barbs embedded in their flesh. Most
species feed in relatively shallow coastal waters and may even venture into brackish bays and
estuaries. A few species migrate into offshore waters to feed at night. While hammerhead
sharks usually are not considered dangerous, there have been several confirmed accounts of
large hammerhead sharks attacking people. Most of those attacked were spearfishing, and it
could be that the blood of the speared fish attracted the sharks. Nonetheless, large
hammerhead sharks should be respected and avoided by bathers and divers. Humans often eat
the meat of hammerhead sharks; however, consumers should be aware that large specimens
may have high levels of mercury and other pollutants. Fins, skin, and teeth are also harvested
from sphyrnids, and many larger hammerhead sharks are prized as sport fish. Hammerhead
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Hammerhead truck bumpers are premium, high end aftermarket replacements. These bumpers
range in the mid tier as far as pricing and are built extremely well. Hammerhead truck bumpers
are designed to fit the contours of your truck and come with all the necessary mounting
brackets to line up perfectly. Hammerhead has begun building all their front bumpers with
square light holes to accommodate square LED light holes. The rear Hammerhead bumpers for
sale come with round light holes and are designed to work with rear lighting solutions. You can
choose between standard halogens or LED truck fog lights. All Hammerhead bumpers for sale
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has taken over as a major automotive accessory throughout the years and the options have
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